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1 HJRFOSE. This advisory circular presents information on mn prcblems 
a&ociated with crew coordination between flight crmrs and flight 
attendants and W these problems can be avoided. 

2 RELATED FEDERAL AVIATION RmEIXLATIONS (FAR) SECTIONS. 1, lr 91.3r 
1~1.131, 121.133, 121.135, 121.397, 121.417, 121.421, 121.533, 121.542, 
125.269, 125.289, 135.100, 135.123. 

3 l E W K G R C U K D .  Research on cockpit and cabin crew coordination was 
conducted in response to the requiraents set forth by the Federal Aviation 
Afministration (FAA). ?"ne purpose of this research was to review pr&lexr!s 
that have arisen with crw carumni cation and coordination, to determine the 
extent to Which the current stabs of crm coordination could be irrproved,. 
ti to generate sp&ific recmndations for training and &an&d &rating 
proctiures to help ensure that flight crm rs and flight attendants work 
together effectively.“ The report on which this advisory circular is based, 
"Cockpit and Cabin Crew CbOrdination,lt is available through the National 
Technical InfoKoation Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 

4 DISaTSSION. 
c;- 

In certain circumstances it is important for flight 
rs and flight attendants to act as one cohesive crm, even though 

theyaretrained, stieduled, and generally regarded as two, independent 
crews. Whm it is necessary to act as one crw, the activities of the 
cockpit and cabin shxld be coordinated. Qle of the prerequisites for crew 
coordination is effective cQlIlIBvLi cation between all crmrs. In a 1986 
survey of pilot safety representatives and flight attendants, only 37% of 
the flight attendants and 60% of the pilots said that they thought that 
canrmnication between the cockpit and cabin is adequate. Thekey to 
impraving coordination bebeen flight crW rs and flight attendants 
lies not only in imprcrving carrrmnications bebeen crwrs, but also in 
increasing flight crewmerr33e r mareness of flight attendant duties and 
concerns, and in increasing flight attendant awareness of flight crmmxitxr 
duties and c0mems. Seventeen percent of the flight attendants and 12% of 
the pilots surveyed said that their training did not cover each other's 
duties during meqexies; 51% of the flight atthts and 24% of the 
pilots said they did mt caver each other% duties before takeoff an3 
landing. During normal operations, it is irrportant that each crmm&er be 
familiar wif;h the duties of the other crm&rs at every stage of the 
flight SO that they can be sensitive to the other's level of vmM.oad. Such 
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3cnc~ledge helps to avoid mis -cation, unrealistic expectations, and 
inappropriate requests of other crmm. -ins ergenzies, each 
crmrshouldtim exactlywhattoexpect fmtheothercrmrs so 
they can work together effectively. 

5 0 @OCKPIT-TO-CABIN 03MMJNICAmON. 

a. Takeoff and Landing. It is vitally imortant that flight attendants 
are given adequate tirrre to prepare the cabin and thexnselves for takeoff and 
landing, especially since rrw>st accidents occur during these critical phases 
of flight. Even when flight attendants are inform& that takeoff is 
imninent, problems can arise that result in flight attendants not being 
properly seated for takeoff, particularly with unusually short taxi tirres. 
Similar problems arise when flight attendants do not have adequate tim to 
prepare the cabin for landing and take their jumpseats. The potential for 
pr&lezns is heightened when rreal or beverage service is offered on very 
short flights (30 minutes or less). The rxxt effective r-y for these 
pr&lems is to have a flight attendant inform the captain, either by . 
interphone or signal, that the cabin is secured for takeoff or landing. 
This procedure was regarded as important by 96% of the pilots and 91% of the 
flight atterxdants surveyed. 

b Turbulerw:e. It is mrtant that flight attendants receive tirrely 
notification of turbulerw:e fran the flightcrw. Flight cr m& . , , . .*.; - 
generally warn flight attendants of anticipated turbulence so that lack of 
such notice is not a c-n prdblexn. -ever, it is one that can result in 
severe injury, particularly to flight attendants, since the majority of the 
serious injuries that occur as a result of turbulerxze are incurred by flight 
attendants. A er of the flightcrew should inform the flight attendants 
of anticipated turbulervsre prior to the flight, since notification en route 
may cm too late to prevent injury. This is best accoq@ished by 
discussing en route weather in a flight crm r/flight attendant 
preflight briefing. While airlines ccnsider this practice to be standard 
operating procedure, it is not always done. Only 56% of the flight 
attendants surveyed said that en route weather is typically covered in a 
captain/flight attendant briefing. (Hmever, 84% of the pilots s-eyed 
rqorted caTering it.) During the flight, flight attendants need to be 
inforrred of the imrediacy and severity of unexpected lmfbuleme so that they 
maydetenninew&thertosecure the cabinortobe seatedirruxdiately. On 
large turbojet airplanes, turbuleme experiexed in the flight deck may be 
rmchless than that experienced in thecabin. SO, in scme cases, flight 
attendants should advise the flightcrw about the severity of turbuleze so 
that the seatbeltsigncanbe illuminated. 

c. mrgexies, Therrost -n examples of prdblems in cammication 
during urgencies involve the flight crw rs not informing the flight 
attendants of the nature of the esrrergerq, the &E available to prepare the 
cabin, and the necessary special instructions (e.g., to use only one side of 
the aircraft in the evacuation). Thispr&lanhas arisenseveral times, 
despite instructions in flight manuals to relay such infomtion to the 
flight attendants. The qualityandtimingof the informationgivento the 
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flight attendants is extrely important in an urgency. Ccmrmnications 
frarn the flightcrw should be clear, precise, and instructional. A vague 
description of the situation without specific instructions may be 
misinterpreted and result in valuable time being misspent. Thetimingof 
the information transfer is as important as the quality of the inform&ion. 
For example, when an aircraft will be landing without a fmtional nose gear 
and the captain decides to prepare for an em=gexy evacuation and to m3ve 
passengers to the rear of theairplane, the flight attendants should be 
inform& of the decision to m3ve passengers at the saw time that they are 
informed of the ergeq so that they are aware of all the corditions 
before they select and instruct passengers to assist them in the evacuation. 
Also, in any emergexy or unusual situation, it is important that the flight 
attendants be inform& before the passengers, so that they have time to 
prpre. 

6 CABIN-TO-CDCKPIT cOMMJNICA~ONS. 
c;mmuni 

Just as with cockpit-to-cabin 
cations, the timing and quality of the cabin-to-cockpit 

c-cations are critical. When flight atter&nts convey information to 
the flightcrew, the infomtion should be timely and specific. The most 
canmnprdblems withcabin-to-cockpitcm 'cations can be divided into two 
categories: the failure of the flight attendants to convey important safety- 
related infomtion to the flight cr emmibers and inappropriate requests for 
information by flight attendants (i.e., breaking the "sterile cockpitlI rule 
for reasons unrelated to safety). Both of these types of Cam&i &ion 
problems are related to the "sterile cockpit" issue. There are two mjor 
pxblesns associated with flight attendant obsenmnce of sterile cockpit 
procedures; sterile cockpit time and sterile cockpit meaning. 

a. Sterile Cockpit Time. It is difficult for the flight attendants to 
judge when sterile cockpit procedures are in effect. Flight attmdants 
have n=y of 'knming when the aircraft is at 10,000 feet, unless they are 
told or signaled in SCE way. SUE airlines have advocated the lO-minute 
rule, i.e., sterile cockpit procedures should be in effect for 10 minutes 
after t&off and 10 minutes before landing. However, it is very difficult 
to estimte a tim interval before an event. 

b Sterile Cockpit Meaning. Many flight atterrdants do not have a clear 
under&ding of what/sterile cockpW1 means. Eighty percent of the pilots 
and 86% of the flight attendants surveyed said this ooncept needs to be 
clarified for flight attbts. That is, flight attendants need to be 
given specific information about the purpose and rreaning'of the regulation 
and what type of information merits contacting flight cr&xs 
during the sterile period. There have been marry instances of flight 
attendants going into the cockpit to request passenger information (e.g., on 
connections) or for other reasons not related to safety Ghen sterile cockpit 
procedures were in effect. Such interruptions can distract flight 
crmrs andhaveadetrimantal effecton theirperformance. Hmever, 
hesitancy or reluctance on the part of a flight attendant to contact the 
flight crewmanbe rs with irrportant safety informtion because of a 
misconception of the sterile cockpit rule is potentially even mre serious 
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than the unnecessary distraction caused by needless violations of the 
sterile cockpit. Flight attendants have failed to ccmmnicate to flight 
CTWLS mortant information corzeming, e.g., fire in a galley trash 
container, a loud noise with vibration, and changes in cabin pressure for 
fear of violating sterile cockpit procedureSo Flight attedants should be 
aware that it is always inportant thw report unusual noises and abnomal 
situations to flight cr mmrrbers as soon as possible and be specific in 
their report. 

7 EiMExGm PRmm. Training is widely regarded as the mst effective 
&.ns of inproving crew coordination. Statents in manuals, without the 
appropriate training, may not lead to the proper response in an emergency. 
Training for good crm coordination should include instructing flight 
crmxmribers and flight attendants on each other's emrgency procedures, 
codes, signals, and safety-related duties. In an mergemy, it is 

' impelrative that each cr ewrmker interpret urgency signalsandcodes in the 
same way. For exarrple, code words or signals for hijacking or evacuation 
are useless unless each crm r is mare of their meaning. Furthermore, 
emergency procedures for flight cr members and flight attendants should be 
compatible. For example, if flight attendants are taught that the second 
officer will occuw a cabin seat in preparation for a ditching in a certain 
aircraft, then flight cremmibe rs shmldbeinformdof this in their 
training. Whm manuals for flight crmmmbe rs and flight attendants are. .: - 
written and revised independmtiy, they should be cuss-checked for 
consistency. Training administrators should ensure that the mergemy 
procedures and other safety-related information presented to flight 
cremmbers is cmpatible with the information presented to the flight 
attendants. In any emrgency, the flight attendants should Jmm the nature 
of the emergency, the tti available to prepare the cabin, what the bracing 
signal will be, and if there are any special instructions. When possible, 
the flightcrm should be ready to give the flight atterdants this 
information in a timely tier. A well-orchestrated preparation for an 
emrgency evacuation, or the handling of any other emergency, requires 
stressing the appropriate procedures in training for all cr ewman33ers so that 
they act as a well-coordinated crew. 

8 . rKBMAL, OPERATIONS. 

a. Coordination bemeen flight crammbe rs and flight attemlants during 
normal operations also requires appropriate training. cramarbrs shotidbe 
instructed on each other's safety-related duties and workload during 
preflight, takeoff, cruise, and landing. Such training helps to avoid 
miscarmnication, unrealistic expectations and inappropriate requests of 

~othercrmmribers. Additionally, training should stress the types and 
quality of information that one crmmrbe r expects from another. This is 
best accwlishd by either having flight cram&e rs and flight attendants 
in classes together or by having the sam instructors teach flight 
cremmibxs and flight attendants. The training mterial may also be 
covered w a flight attendant instructor participating in flight crmr 
training arid a representative of the flightcrew (e.g., instructor or check 
aim& participating in flight attendant training. A videotaped or slide 
presentation on each crmm&r% duties can also be extremely effective, as 
well as cost effective, when presented blf an instructor and discussed. 
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b 0 Cockpit r=cxlrce management programs present an ideal opportiw to 
cover ccmmnication and crew coordination between flight crmmrrbers and 
flight attendants during flight training. Wever, training for flight 
deck/cabin ccmmnication should not be limited to captains, as cockpit 
resource mnagmnt programs often are. First and secoki officers often 
handleallof the -cations with the flight att&!ants. In fact, 
secord officers usually act as the camunication link bemeen the flight 
deckand thecabin. 

c. Flight attendants should receive special instruction regarding 
"sterile cockpit'* procedures so that they neither naively violate than nor 
hesitate to cammnicate relevant information to the flightcrew. They 
should be given a clear, operational definition of the regulation and 
instructed as to when, and with what information, to cmtact the flightcrew. 
Flight attendants are typically instructed that they should not contact the 
flightcrew with information unless it is "safety-related.*' This directive 
alone leaves mch man for interpretation. While it would be &possible to 
describe the kinds of infomtion that should be relayed to the flightcrew, 
perhaps it would be helpful to give a few exarrples in training. The quality 
of the decisions (as to whether or not to contact the flightcrew) made by 
the flight attendants will be directly related to the infomtion they 
received in training. The clearer the flight attendant's understanding of 
sterile cockpit procedures and flight operations, the better theseLd@&ms 
will be. 

9 PRACI'ICESAND PRKEDURES. ! There are mny sirrple practices that can help 
ti enhance the working relationship between flight attendants and flight 
cremmitxrs and Fjfiich may be used to foster an a-sphere that isconducive 
to good -cation. These practices include: respectful introductions, 
displays of c-n courtesy, annmncexmts fran the flight deck during 
delays to keep flight attendants and passengers informed, and the captain 
being supportive of flight attendants Ghen pr&lems arise in the cabin 
(e.g.l a disorderly passenger). Perhaps the single most irrportant procedure 
for setting the stage for good mordination betieen flight crmez&ers and 
flight attendants on any flight is the flight deck/cabin (or captain/flight 
attendant) preflight briefing. 

a. Cockpit/Cabin Preflight Briefing. A good flight deck/cabin 
preflight briefing gives the flight attats the nams of the flight 
cmmmibers, the in-flight weather, the estimted flight tim, and any 
unusual circumstances expected during the flight. Other topics can also be 
cavered such as flight deck entry procedures, a review of emrgency 
-cation procedures, details of the -al service, or any topic that any 
crm7m&2zr cmsiders to be irrportant. Thebriefing stiuld al.1~~ crmm2m-s 
to solicit infomtion frun each other and,to bring to the attention of the 
othercrmm-&ze xs any infomtion that they believe to be relevarnt. 

b Other Reccarrrrrended Practices. Most of the recamerded prcedures are 
statG as ccmpaq policy for m airlines, This indicates a need for these 
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practices to be stressed during cmmmbe r training as procedures to be 
followed on every flight. in addition to a flight deck/cabin preflight 
briefing, the follming practices are highly recamnded for optimizing cry 
coordination: 

(1) warnings from the flight crm rs to the flight atter&nts 
when the tim betieen taxi and takeoff will be shorter than expected and 
when arrival tim will be sooner than expected to give the flight attmts 
an ix-&cation of the tim available to prepare the cabin for takeoff and 
landing: 

(2) Notification to the flight crwmbe x-s frm the flight 
atter&nts when all pre-takeoff and pre-landing duties have been cmpleted 
and the cabin is secured; 

(3) Pre-takeoff and pre-lar&ng signals or annoumements from the 
flight crmm&x rs to allm sufficient time for the flight attendmts to be 
seated; 

(4) Use of pub1 ic address systgn to alert flight attendants and 
passengers of anticipated in-flight turbulence; 

(5) Notification to flight attendants when turbuleme is severe - 
enough to cease in-flight mal and beverage senrice and/or be seated &it%*' 
their restraints fastmed, and when it is safe for then to resume their 
duties; and . 

(6) Notifi t ca ion to flight attendants when "sterile cockpit" 
procdures are in effect. A good signal for this is an indicator light 
above the cockpit door or on the annunciator panel that has a duration as 
long as the sterile cockpit intenml (as opposed to discrete tone or 
announcementthatcouldbemissed) and cannotbe confusedwithanother 
signal. 

D.C. Beaudette 
Acting Director of Flight Standards 
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